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Janny Hybrid 44-9
**Hybrid 44 Plastic Series**

**Hybrid 44P-S** The ultra-light, yet strong, Hybrid 44P a.k.a. the "Shipper Bin" is available without ventilation, for a complete solid bin solution. Because we use FDA approved food grade <virgin> resin, it can be used for grains, seeds, powders, nuts, processed food, semi liquids, and even in direct contact with meats.

Stay tuned to our latest development, coming fall of 2016 we will be offering a sealed lid option for this bin, to create an airtight bin solution, in partnership with Janny MT (JMT U.S.). Further, in this partnership, we will offer a Controlled Atmosphere bin solution - modular, returnable, CA chambers (bins) for storage and shipping of perishables.
Controlled Atmosphere Transport solution

Partneship :
Macro plastics Board and Hugo
Style Monde : Thierry d’Allard
Janny MT : Pierre and Benoit JANNY
Extending your fresh products shelf life with Janny MT controlled atmosphere during shipping
Unique shipping solution

Loos

In crates
Increase your business with reusable CA packaging
Target

Grower – Packer – Importer - Exporter

For transport Optimization Reusable

Optimized for:

The fruits
The flowers
The vegetables
The mushrooms
Keep your fruits and vegetables fresh after a long transit time!
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